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QUESTION 1

A company has deployed a new application running on Amazon EC2 instances. The application team must verify for the
Security team that all common vulnerabilities and exposures have been addressed, both now and regularly throughout
the application\\'s lifespan. 

How can the Application team satisfy the Security team\\'s requirement? 

A. Perform regular assessments with Amazon Inspector 

B. Perform regular assessments with AWS Trusted Advisor 

C. Integrate AWS Personal Health Dashboard with Amazon CloudWatch events to get security notifications 

D. Grant the Administrator and Security team access to AWS Artifact 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization is concerned that its Amazon RDS databases are not protected. The solution to address this issue must
be low cost, protect against table corruption that could be overlooked for several days, and must offer a 30-day window
of protection. 

How can these requirements be met? 

A. Enable Multi-AZ on the RDS instance to maintain the data in a second Availability Zone. 

B. Create a read replica of the RDS instance to maintain the data in a second region. 

C. Ensure that automated backups are enabled and set the appropriate retention period. 

D. Enable versioning in RDS to recover altered table data when needed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A fleet of servers must send local logs to Amazon CloudWatch. How should the servers be configured to meet this
requirement? 

A. Configure AWS Config to forward events to CloudWatch. 

B. Configure a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) agent to forward events to CloudWatch. 

C. Install and configure the unified CloudWatch agent. 
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D. Install and configure the Amazon Inspector agent. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization is planning to create 5 different AWS accounts considering various security requirements. The
organization wants to use a single payee account by using the consolidated billing option. Which of the below
mentioned statements is true with respect to the above information? 

A. Master (Payee. account will get only the total bill and cannot see the cost incurred by each account 

B. Master (Payee. account can view only the AWS billing details of the linked accounts 

C. It is not recommended to use consolidated billing since the payee account will have access to the linked accounts 

D. Each AWS account needs to create an AWS billing policy to provide permission to the payee account 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: AWS consolidated billing enables the organization to consolidate payments for multiple Amazon Web
Services (AWS. accounts within a single organization by making a single paying account. Consolidated billing enables
the organization to see a combined view of the AWS charges incurred by each account as well as obtain a detailed cost
report for each of the individual AWS accounts associated with the paying account. The payee account will not have any
other access than billing data of linked accounts. 

 

QUESTION 5

Can you change the security groups associated with the primary network interface (eth0) of an EC2 instance running
inside a VPC? 

A. Yes 

B. Only if the instance is stopped 

C. Only when the instance is launched 

D. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

After you launch an instance in a VPC, you can change its security groups. Security groups are associated with network
interfaces. Changing an instance\\'s security groups changes the security groups 

associated with the primary network interface (eth0) Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/using-network-security.html#vpc-security-groups 
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QUESTION 6

Which of the CloudWatch services mentioned below is NOT a part of the AWS free tier? 

A. 10 alarms/month 

B. 1 million API request/month 

C. 10 metrics/month 

D. 15 detailed monitoring metrics 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

CloudWatch provides the basic monitoring metrics (at five-minute frequency), 10 metrics (applica-ble to 

detailed monitoring for the Amazon EC2 instances or custom metrics), 10 alarms, and 1 mil-lion API 

requests each month at no additional charge. 

Reference: http://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/pricing/ 

 

QUESTION 7

A user is running one instance for only 3 hours every day. The user wants to save some cost with the instance. Which of
the below mentioned Reserved Instance categories is advised in this case? 

A. The user should not use RI; instead only go with the on-demand pricing 

B. The user should use the AWS high utilized RI 

C. The user should use the AWS medium utilized RI 

D. The user should use the AWS low utilized RI 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The AWS Reserved Instance provides the user with an option to save some money by paying a one-time
fixed amount and then save on the hourly rate. It is advisable that if the user is having 30% or more usage of an
instance per day, he should go for a RI. If the user is going to use an EC2 instance for more than 2200-2500 hours per
year, RI will help the user save some cost. Here, the instance is not going to run for less than 1500 hours. Thus, it is
advisable that the user should use the on-demand pricing. 

 

QUESTION 8

Security groups in Amazon VPC ______. 

A. control incoming traffic only 

B. control both inbound and outbound traffic 
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C. control neither incoming nor outgoing traffic 

D. control outgoing traffic only 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

Security Groups in VPC allow you to specify rules for both outgoing and incoming traffic. 

Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/VPC_SecurityGroups.html 

 

QUESTION 9

A user has created a VPC with CIDR 20.0.0.0/16 using the wizard. The user has created a public subnet CIDR
(20.0.0.0/24) and VPN only subnets CIDR (20.0.1.0/24) along with the VPN gateway (vgw-12345) to connect to the
user\\'s data center. The user\\'s data center has CIDR 172.28.0.0/12. The user has also setup a NAT instance
(i-123456) to allow traffic to the internet from the VPN subnet. Which of the below mentioned options is not a valid entry
for the main route table in this scenario? 

A. Destination: 20.0.1.0/24 and Target: i-12345 

B. Destination: 0.0.0.0/0 and Target: i-12345 

C. Destination: 172.28.0.0/12 and Target: vgw-12345 

D. Destination: 20.0.0.0/16 and Target: local 

Correct Answer: A 

 

Explanation: 

The user can create subnets as per the requirement within a VPC. If the user wants to connect VPC from 

his own data center, he can setup a public and VPN only subnet which uses hardware VPN access to 

connect with his data center. When the user has configured this setup with Wizard, it will create a virtual 

private gateway to route all traffic of the VPN subnet. If the user has setup a NAT instance to route all the 

Internet requests, then all requests to the internet should be routed to it. All requests to the organization\\'s 

DC will be routed to the VPN gateway. 

Here are the valid entries for the main route table in this scenario: 

Destination: 0.0.0.0/0 and Target: i-12345 (To route all internet traffic to the NAT Instance. 

Destination: 172.28.0.0/12 and Target: vgw-12345 (To route all the organization\\'s data center traffic to the 

VPN gateway). 
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Destination: 20.0.0.0/16 and Target: local (To allow local routing in VPC). 

 

QUESTION 10

A user is using the AWS SQS to decouple the services. Which of the below mentioned operations is not supported by
SQS? 

A. SendMessageBatch 

B. DeleteMessageBatch 

C. CreateQueue 

D. DeleteMessageQueue 

Correct Answer: D 

 

Explanation: 

Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS. is a fast, reliable, scalable, and fully managed message queuing 

service. SQS provides a simple and cost-effective way to decouple the components of an application. The 

user can perform the following set of operations using the Amazon SQS: CreateQueue, ListQueues, 

DeleteQueue, SendMessage, SendMessageBatch, ReceiveMessage, DeleteMessage, 

DeleteMessageBatch, ChangeMessageVisibility, ChangeMessageVisibilityBatch, SetQueueAttributes, 

GetQueueAttributes, GetQueueUrl, AddPermission and RemovePermission. Operations can be performed 

only by the AWS account owner or an AWS account that the account owner has delegated to. 

 

QUESTION 11

A company has a web application that is deployed in a VPC. Inbound traffic to this web application comes in through an
internet gateway and arrives at a Network Load Balancer (NLB). From there, the traffic travels to multiple Amazon EC2
instances in two private subnets. The company wants to perform deep packet inspection on the inbound traffic to
identify potential hacking attempts. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Configure AWS Shield for the VPC. 

B. Use AWS Network Firewall on the VPC. Configure Network Firewall to perform deep packet inspection. 

C. Use AWS Network Firewall on the subnets. Configure Network Firewall to perform deep packet inspection. 

D. Set up Traffic Mirroring on an inbound port of the NLB. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 12

A company has an AWS account for each department and wants to consolidate billing and reduce overhead. The
company wants to make sure that the finance team is denied from accessing services other than Amazon EC2, the
security team is denied from accessing services other than AWS CloudTrail, and IT can access any resource. 

Which solution meets these requirements with the LEAST amount of operational overhead? 

A. Create a role for each department within AWS IAM and assign each role the necessary permissions. 

B. Create a user for each department within AWS IAM and assign each user the necessary permissions. 

C. Implement service control policies within AWS Organizations to determine which resources each department can
access. 

D. Place each department into an organizational unit (OU) within AWS Organizations and use IAM policies to determine
which resources they can access. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 13

What does Amazon SES stand for? 

A. Simple Elastic Server 

B. Software Email Solution 

C. Software Enabled Server 

D. Simple Email Service 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Amazon SES stands for Simple Email Service. Amazon SES is an email platform that provides an easy,
cost-effective way for you to send and re-ceive email using your own email addresses and domains. For example, you
can send marketing emails such as special offers, transactional emails such as order confirmations, and other types of
correspondence such as newsletters. When you use Amazon SES to receive mail, you can develop software solutions
such as email autoresponders, email unsubscribe systems, and applications that generate customer support tickets
from incoming emails. Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/ses/latest/DeveloperGuide/Welcome.html 

 

QUESTION 14

A SysOps administrator wants to encrypt an existing Amazon RDS DB instance with AWS Key Management Service
(AWS KMS). 

How should the SysOps administrator accomplish this goal? 
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A. Copy the data volumes of the unencrypted instance. Apply the KMS key to the copied data volumes. Start the
instance with the encrypted volumes. 

B. Create a read replica of the unencrypted instance. Encrypt the read replica with the KMS key. Promote the read
replica to become the primary instance. 

C. Take a snapshot of the unencrypted instance. Apply the KMS key to the existing instance using the modify-db-
instance command. Restart the instance. 

D. Take a snapshot of the unencrypted instance. Create an encrypted copy of the snapshot with the KMS key. Restore
the instance from the encrypted snapshot. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

A user is creating a Cloudformation stack. Which of the below mentioned limitations does not hold true for
Cloudformation? 

A. One account by default is limited to 100 templates 

B. The user can use 60 parameters and 60 outputs in a single template 

C. The template, parameter, output, and resource description fields are limited to 4096 characters 

D. One account by default is limited to 20 stacks 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

AWS Cloudformation is an application management tool which provides application modelling, 

deployment, configuration, management and related activities. The limitations given below apply to the 

Cloudformation template and stack. There are no limits to the number of templates but each AWS 

CloudFormation account is limited to a maximum of 20 stacks by default. The Template, Parameter, 

Output, and Resource description fields are limited to 4096 characters. The user can include up to 60 

parameters and 60 outputs in a template. 
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